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Abstract Keywords 
Partially ionized and weakly magnetized plasma compoun-
ded from natural gas and potassium seed flows along the outer 
cylindrical chamber, and is placed around the inner chamber. 
Inside the outer chamber, the azimuthal E B  drift induces a 
paramagnetic field ,pB  with an intensity of tens of Teslas. The 
intensity of the pB  field is controlled by the inwardly directed 
radial electric field E  and plasma temperature. The intensity 
of this field can be easily controlled by changes in the electric 
field ,inE  produced by two co-axial placed cylindrical elec-
trodes. Inside the inner chamber, the pB  field becomes anti-
parallel to the external magnetic field .zB  The theoretically 
obtained values of magnetic field in the outer chamber attains 

~ 20.3pB  T, and declines to ~13.5  T in the inner chamber 
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Introduction. One of the major technical concerns in current fusion experiments is 
the energetic balance of the entire device. The most obvious way in which the 
energetic balance can be greatly improved is by using superconducting coils to 
produce a magnetic confinement field. This method was first introduced in the T-7 
tokamak [1]. Superconducting coils has been widely used all over the world in 
projects such as Tore Supra (currently WEST), EAST, SST-1, KSTAR, and in new 
designs such as ITER [2]. However, despite having been used in such a wide array of 
projects, superconducting magnets still remain a source of serious technical problems. 
Moreover, in the future, they will be exposed to a much more intense neutron flux 
than in current experiments [3, 4].  

This paper discusses the novel theoretical concept of generating magnetic fields, 
which is absolutely immune to heat and neutron fluxes from fusion plasma. According 
to the theoretical calculations the paramagnetic field ( )pB  with intensities of tens of 
Teslas can be generated inside partially ionized and weakly magnetized plasma 
 ''mantle'', which is continuously pumped along the outer chamber (z-axis direction). 
The intensity of this field is controlled and driven by the azimuthal electric drift ,E B  
where B  is self-sustained magnetic field. In the outer chamber, filled with a rotating 
plasma, the magnetic field: z pB B B  is the sum of the pB  field (induced by the 
E B  drift) and the external magnetic field 2zB T. In the inner chamber, the Bp  
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field becomes anti-parallel to the zB  field. As a result, the magnetic field along the  
z-axis is expressed as follows: .p zB B B  

Results of theoretical calculations obtained for unchanged density: ( )n r  
25 310  m ,  predicts, that during the paramagnetic field induction, plasma 

temperature rises from ( ) 0.47T r  eV (injection position) to ( ) 0.85T r  eV (exhaust 
position). This plasma, compounded mostly from natural gas and a potassium seed 
under the influence of the strong electric fields: 54 10E  V/m, the intensity of the 
paramagnetic field attains ~ 20.3pB  T (inside the inner chamber). Magnetic field of 
such high intensity allows to confine and provide 3HeD  plasma fusion [5, 6].  

Plasma fluid equations. Proposed device is presented in Fig. 1, this is a simple 
cylindrical construction contained from two coaxially placed cylinders of the same 
length 2cl  m. Radius of the inner cylinder is 1 2r  m, radius of the outer cylinder 
is 2 2.5r  m. The device is equipped with two cylindrical electrodes placed on inner 
and outer cylinder, their task is to "maintained'' the inwardly directed electric field: 

.inE  External magnetic coils provide the axial magnetic field 2zB  T. Between 
electrodes (inside the outer chamber) the magnetic field B  is the sum of two parallel 
fields: the zB  field and the paramagnetic field .pB  However, inside the inner chamber 
according to the Maxwell law ( 0B ) the pB  field become anti-parallel to the 
external magnetic field .zB  As is seen in Fig. 1, the proposed device is a combination 
of a typical MHD generator and a magnetic ''trap'' with a rotating plasma (a type ''A'' 
system according to the designation in Ref. [7]). 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of proposed device with indicated electrodes, magnetic coils and 
plasma flow (external magnetic field, 2zB  T, minor radius of the outer chamber 1 2r  m,  
                                                      major radius 2 2.5r  m and length 2)cl  

The treatment describes a dense quasineutral plasma rotating in a strong magnetic 
field, where .i en n n  The mass Nm  of a neutral particle is comparable to .im  As a 
result, the theoretical description of the plasma flow in the study system is a combina-
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tion of the treatment taken from Ref. [7, 8] and the typical MHD equations [9].  
Adopting three-fluid formalism, the governing equations are the toroidal momentum 
equation for ions  
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the toroidal momentum equation for electrons 
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the toroidal momentum equation for neutrals  
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the conservation of particles 
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the current continuity equation 
 0.j  (5)      

Here ,e i  denotes either ions or electrons, ,N iN Nn  and veN e N eNn  and 
viN i N cxn  are the electron-neutral elastic collisions and ion-neutral charge ex-

change collisions frequencies, respectively. Thermal velocities of electron and ion are 
given by ve  and v .i  In above model, the vN  represent neutral atoms velocity in the 
azimuthal direction, and i  is the viscosity due to ion-ion collisions [10]. Currents: 

e ej E  and i ij E  (where: 2(1 ))II x  are flowing in radial direc-
tion. 

Under influence of the axial magnetic field B  and the radial electric field ,E  both 
electrons and ions started to rotate in the same azimuthal direction (Fig. 1). Within 
the study range of plasma parameters the ion viscosity and the centrifugal terms can 
be neglected, and one recovers the following formula for ion azimuthal velocity: 

 vv ,i i i i iN N
i

i i iN

j B p n m
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 (6) 

and for electrons 
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Under assumptions that during the E B  drift neutrals remains in rest: v 0,N  
Eqs. (6) and (7) can be simplify into one the classic formula:  
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where: / ,Nx  / ,c eB m  2 /II N Ne n  is the scalar electron or 
ion electrical conductivity, N  is the reduced mass [11−13]. 

Inside outer chamber under the E B  drift influence electrons and ions starting to 
rotate into the same azimuthal direction. However, collisions with the neutral gas cause 
the electrons and ions to have different azimuthal velocities. In a partially ionized 

ei eN  and weakly magnetized plasma 1e ec eNx  and / 1.i ic iNx  The 
ion-neutral collisions reduce the ion azimuthal velocity v i  to a value lower than  
the electron azimuthal velocity v .e  The difference between them gives the Hall  
current: 
 (v v ) ( ) .e i e ij n e  E  (9) 

Within the study range of plasma parameters the friction force acting on neutrals is 
much more higher than viscosity, in result, neutral atoms starts to rotate with ions: 
v 0.N  According to eq. (3) the azimuthal neutral velocity can be expressed as follows: 

 vv .
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Inserting of eq. (10) into (6) allows to estimate the ion azimuthal velocity: 
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Equations (7), (9) and (11) allow to correctly calculating intensity of the Hall 
current for: v 0,N  and will be using in all further calculations. It is worth to 
mention that plasma injection under ''acute'' angle to the z-axis opens a possibility to 
create the azimuthal component anti-parallel to the vN  velocity (gained as a result 
of collisions). However this case will not be study further in this paper. 

Paramagnetic field induction. In presented concept plasma is obtained by 
burning the natural gas (mostly methane CH4 ~ 97 % and ethane C2H6 ~ 3 %) in 
oxygen enriched air (~ 45 % of volume), combustion takes place outside the study 
area. In result, plasma temperature attains ~ 2300 K [14], and with the help of external 
sources is further raised up to the required injection temperature: ~ 0.47  eV. Another 
step is to add a seed (alkaline metal) to provide the necessary number of free electrons 
required for an adequate electrical conductivity [15]. It has been found that by adding 
a small amount of a seed — in the range of 0.01…1.0 % by volume — the threshold 
ionization temperature is reduced by as much as 60…70 % [16]. In the case study, 
different ratios of seed (potassium K) to full gas weight (%) were studied in the aim to 
select compositions of the best parameters. Such prepared plasma (CH4/K) of density 

25 3( ) ~10 mn r  and temperature 0.47 eV is injecting between electrodes, under the 
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E B  drift influence electrons and ions starting to rotate into the same azimuthal 
direction but with different velocities. This difference gives the Hall current .j  

The paramagnetic field pB  is induced by the azimuthal current: ,F dj j j j  
where dj  is the plasma diamagnetic current and 2( ) /F H Rj n F F B B  is plasma 
current driven by radial acceleration dependent from the difference between the Hoop 
force: ( ) /H p zF j B B n  [17], and the friction force in radial direction: 

(v v ).R i N N ir NrF n m  Within the study range of parameters dj j  and Fj j  
what makes that intensity of the paramagnetic field is only controlled and proportional to 
the Hall current intensity. Remember that ( )e ij E  and 21II x x  
is easy to see that the intensity of the paramagnetic field attainable under certain plasma 
density, temperature and electric field is restrained by the magnetic field itself: ~ 1/ .pB B  
Distributions of the paramagnetic fields ( pB ) were calculated using (see Ref. [18]). 
Graphic solutions obtained for: v 0,N  different temperatures and chemical 
compositions are presented in Fig. 2. In an effort to simplify calculations, the following 
assumptions were used:  

(i)  equals ion, electron and neutrals temperatures ( );e i NT T T T r  
(ii)  plasma density is given by 2 2

0( ) exp ( ) / 2 ;n r n r  
(iii) initial plasma temperature is given by 2 2

0( ) exp ( ) / 2 .T r T r   

Fig. 2. Distributions of the paramagnetic fields for different plasma temperatures and compositions  
              obtained at 2.25r  m, 2cl  m, 25 3

0 10  m ,n  2zB  T and 54 10E  V/m: 
1 — K = 1 %; 2 — K = 10 %; 3 — K = 20 % 

The density and temperature distributions were obtained for: 25 3
0 10 m ,n  

0 0.47T  eV and 0.5,  2.25.  For the needs of calculations methane cross-
section and potassium was taken from Ref. [19].  

As is seen in Fig. 2 intensity of the paramagnetic field is strongly dependent on 
plasma temperature ( ),T r  density ( )n r  and chemical composition. The Bp field 
intensity is also proportional to the azimuthal cross-section of the plasma ''mantle'': 

cs l d  (where 2 1 0.5d r r  m) and the electric field intensity (E), which have to 
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be inwardly directed: in polE E  and intense enough to give: dj j  [18]. Plasma 
containing higher abundances of potassium is not convenient for the paramagnetic 
field induction, because intensity of the pB  field declines sharply with increase of 
potassium concentration (Fig. 2). Optimum composition seems to be a plasma 
containing from potassium (1 %) and CH4 (99 %), for that composition significant 
part of the ''background'' temperature ( ~ 0.2  eV) came from chemical burning. For 
that plasma, intensity of the Bp field attains ~20.3  T at ~ 0.77  eV (curve 1 in Fig. 2). 
Raising concentration of potassium, result in shifting a maximum of the paramagnetic 
field into the low temperatures area, at 10 % potassium concentration, the Bp field 
attains maximum ~14.25  T at ~ 0.48  eV (curve 2 in Fig. 2). Further increase of 
potassium concentration provide to sharply declines intensity of the paramagnetic 
field, for plasma containing 20 % of potassium (curve 3 in Fig. 2) the Bp field attains 
~ 1.1 T at ~ 0.4  eV. In all study cases intensity of the paramagnetic field starts to rise 
rapidly together with the temperature growth. Temperature rise provide a new dose of 
ions and electrons but when the ionization degree exceed certain level: 0.5 K (for 
potassium) in other words, when there are not enough neutrals to impose a 
significant drag force on charged particles the paramagnetic field stop to rise. 
Declining numbers of neutrals in response to increased temperature causes an 
''exponential'' drop in the intensity of the paramagnetic field. Detailed analysis (see 
Ref. [18]) revel that the fastest rises of the paramagnetic field intensity is notice in the 
relatively weak electric fields: 410E  V/m, the grooving rate becomes weaker in 
stronger electric fields: 510E  V/m. This is why ions become magnetized ( ~ )ix B  in 
stronger magnetic fields. As a result, the ion conductivity ( )i  rises, which reduces 
the Hall current: ( ) .e ij  E  This mechanism, together with heating, limits 
the paramagnetic field  values for a given radial electric field: .in polE E E  

Radial electric field. The radial electric field (E) is the sum of two electric fields: the 
inwardly directed field ( );inE  and the polarization electric field ( ).polE  The inwardly 
directed field 54 10inE  V/m is produced by two cylindrical electrodes placed on the 
inner and outer walls (Fig. 1). The inwardly directed electric field induces a parallel 
flowing current: ( )e i inj E  (where 2(1 )) ,II x which drags charged 
particles of different signs in opposite directions [20]. In the geometry presented, this 
results in a space charge imbalance, ,e  which is expressed as:  
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where ,inE E w B  1
eN eN  [21]. 

In the presented device, plasma is injected with the ion sound velocity 
( ) / ,i iw c kT r m  parallel to the magnetic field, as a result: 0w B  what gives: 

pB
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.inE E  The result obtained with the help of (12) enabled calculation of the 
polarization field ( )polE  and the field distribution ( ).in polE E E  For the case 
presented in Fig. 3, it was done for the same set of plasma parameters as the 
paramagnetic fields presented in Fig. 2. The charged-particles imbalance needed to 
establish a radial electric field with an intensity of 53.7 10E  V/m at 2.25r  m is 
small: 10/ ~ 10 .e en n  This imbalance does not disrupt the quasi-neutrality of the 
plasma. According to (12), the intensity of the polarization electric field depends on 
plasma parameters such as density ( )n r  and temperature ( ),T r  but it can also be 
controlled by changes of intensity in the inE  field and gradient of scalar conductivity 

II .e  Within the range of study plasma parameters, above approximation gives the 
polE  field of top intensity 4( 7.5 10  V/m) lower than the inE  field 5(4 10  V/m). As a 

result, the E  field is directed inwardly and can induce the paramagnetic field. 

Fig. 3. Electric field distributions between inner and outer electrode obtained for heating effects  
in exhaust position (1 —  Epol,  5 — E = Ein + Epol, T = 0.47 eV) and without heating effects close  
to injection position (4 — Epol, 2 — E = Ein + Epol, T = 0.85 eV); temperature and paramagnetic  
                                               field pB  distributions are taken from Fig. 2; 3 — Ein 

Conclusions. The paramagnetic field pB  is driven and controlled by the 
azimuthal E B  drift, which induces the azimuthal current. Potassium injection 
result in an increase of Hall current intensity ( ~ ),pj B  because the Hall current 
intensity, (v v ),e ij n e  rises together with ion mass (electrons still rotate with 
the same azimuthal velocity ve  as opposed to heavier ions, 3/4 3/2v ~ / ).i iT m  It is 
seems that among from the study plasma mixtures (CH4/K), composition contained 
of CH4 (99 %) and potassium (1 %) seems to be the most convenient option. High 
intensity of the Bp field ( ~ 20.3  T) can be attained under relatively low temperature  
( ~ 0.77  eV) and relatively low potassium abundances. The theoretically obtained 
values of magnetic field require the experimental confirmation, e.g. on such device as 
CTC [22−24]. However, results preneted in Section II and theoretical discription 
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given by eqs. (1)−(5), (10) and (11) shown that the E B  drift can induce the 
magnetic field of high intensity in partially ionised plasma contained from at least two 
specious of significantly different ionisation energy. Within the temperature frame, 
when one of that component is ionised and the second still remain neutral. 

Values of the paramagnetic field discussed in this paper are close to those of the 
initial magnetic field required in the MagLIF project (10…50 T). In this project, an 
axial magnetic field is amplified by a factor of 2 310 10  within the fuel-filled volume 
of the imploding liner via magnetic flux compression [25]. If we took into account 
plasma volume, proposed concept is more similar to the LINUS project [26] and to 
their continuation provided by General Fusion [27]. 

Taking into account thermal resistance and radiation resistance, the above 
approach to magnetic field production can be considered an alternative to the 
''classical'' conductors, and even to the superconducting coils, especially if we take into 
account the complexity of the entire construction (cryostat, neutron shielding).  
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